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2012-3-16 09:14 upload and download attachments (95.6, KB) although the NBA race has been half a year ago, but there are still
many festivals worth the introduction of special brands of shoes. This Saturday will usher in the Under Armour Basketball and St.
Patrick's day, but also for its star Brandon Jennings, Derrick Williams, Kemba Walker, DeAndre Jordan and Greivis Vasquez
launched a series of shoes to St. Patrick's day theme. The symbol of "shoes to St. Patrick's Day clover" as the theme, four pairs of
shoes with fluorescent green / dark green color, one of the most special is the Jennings Micro G Bloodline, the green fluorescent
Velcro except the special pattern is printed on the golden leaf clover. You can see Kemba Walker on Saturday night in St. Patrick's
day, DeAndre Jordan and Greivis Vasquez put on the special version.

Nike Basketball Zoom Kobe V Rice PE published the following limited public again after a new PE with a very limited masterpiece.
The traditional history of Southern California for shoes, the Losangeles in the Zoom Kobe IV is the traditional elite since joining the
PE lineup, the double color USC representative of the red and yellow for the spindle, and shoes the body has a very eye-catching
details of snake, followed by a USC message. This Zoom Kobe identified V USC PE limit is not yet definite offering news, please
pay attention to the future more follow-up.
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